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Several groups are revisited at multiple points through their history. It isn't by any means THE definitive
history -- but it is a good start -- and I think a good starting place for walking toward a history that is truer to
the truth about us than that which we have seen before. It is a story about the continuing tension between our
ideal "all men and women are created equal" and our steadfast commitment to "the bottom line. That was the
"new" version of American history that was emerging in the late 60's and into the 70's when I was in graduate
school and just beginning my career as a teacher. It deals with, in roughly sequential order, Native Americans ,
African-Americans pre- and post-slavery era, Irish , Mexicans, Chicanos , Chinese , Japanese , Jews , and ties
up the book with a current for the time the book was written summary of where minorities are now. Students
will find this overview to be an accessible, cogent jumping-off place for American history and political
science assignments, plus a guide to the myriad other sources identified in the notes. Similarly, he points out
that Mexican and Japanese laborers struck together in California in , complicating common perceptions of
interracial competition. It's hard to get one's mind around the actual Story between all the stories, to come to
grips with what it means to call ourselves a "multicultural nation" - as if somehow THAT will solve all our
dilemmas. The narrative is laced with short quotations, cameos of personal experiences, and excerpts from
folk music and literature. For example, he points out that after the Civil War many Southern plantation owners
attempted to replace African American laborers with Chinese, whom they believed could teach Black workers
to be more industrious. The problem is that American history is so incredibly more complicated than that and
is found in the interplay of all the people who have come to occupy the same space, literally and figuratively,
with one another and between one another. I appreciate the effort -- the book can serve as a solid, accessible
introduction to the complexity for anyone willing to go there. Ronald Takaki's book is a starting attempt at
creating a popular history as opposed to an academic one which allows the stories of our separate identities to
play together. First published in and brought "up to date" in a second edition in , "A Different Mirror" follows
the history of multiple specific groups as they arrive and seek to get a foothold in creating their own identity as
Americans. That is the history I was taught in the 50's and earl In the beginning, there was only one version of
American history -- the one that began with the "discovery" of North America by Europeans, particularly the
English, who created a beachhead of "civilization" on the East coast and then conquered a series of "frontiers"
moving westward until they "won" and became God's gift to humanity, creating a country which is like a city
built on a hill shedding light and progress everywhere else on earth. For the future's sake, I had to piece
together the two histories for my students, forcing them to read between the lines of a "standard US history" or
so the administration called it! An exhaustively detailed history, A Different Mirror is an essential primer for
anyone interested in American history and its profoundly multicultural nature. Each chapter talks about the
history of a different ethnic group, and covers over a period of time public attitudes towards the minority,
public policy, laws for or against the minority, and attitude of the minority towards their situation. The project
of his book, then, is to reflect more authentically the multicultural, multiracial, and multiethnic American
character. Ronald Takaki turns the Anglocentric historical viewpoint inside out and examines the ultimate
question of what it means to be an American. The real story is so messy, so complex, and, well, so very
human. Apr 25, Mary rated it really liked it In the beginning, there was only one version of American history
-- the one that began with the "discovery" of North America by Europeans, particularly the English, who
created a beachhead of "civilization" on the East coast and then conquered a series of "frontiers" moving
westward until they "won" and became God's gift to humanity, creating a country which is like a city built on
a hill shedding light and progress everywhere else on earth. One common theme throughout the entire book is
the 'us against them' attitude that the ruling structure has towards the minorities, from the fear of the "giddy
multitude" in colonial times, to the Chinese Exclusion Act being created to 'protect' white labor, to the modern
day accusations that "Hispanics [ Overview[ edit ] It deals with the subject of minority perspectives of
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multicultural America, incorporating quotes, folk songs, letters, telegrams, and photographs into the text. The
task was to recover the histories that had been lost or hidden and write them down as quickly as possible
before they disappeared again. Crispin was unsuccessful in persuading Chinese workers to join the Chicago
shoemakers' strike , when the latter were recruited as strikebreakers by shoe factory owners. Each section
reflects carefully on the intertextuality of the separate narratives, and each chapter points out general
divergences as well as overlap, coalition, and shared experiences of different groups. Sometime in the late 60's
a competing version appeared - so-called ethnic histories, the stories of this or that "unmeltable" population
African Americans, Native Americans, women, Asian Americans For example, the book relates that the Order
of the Knights of St. Takaki does not ignore the more conflictive aspects of multiculturalism, but he shows
that they are only part of the story of America. Students may be surprised by some of the revelations, but will
recognize a constant thread of rampant racism. The themes are HUGE - and heroes become villains and
villains become heroes depending on which lens one is looking through. That is the history I was taught in the
50's and early 60's as I was growing up and coming of age. I think we are finally starting to come to grips with
the fact that it isn't just the story of WASPM America that is to be trusted, and I believe we are beginning, as
well, to understand that it is as much the story of the interplay of all the histories of ALL the individual groups
who have landed here by choice, force, or chance - including those who wandered here in antiquity.


